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F~r any admissible set M, we define a notion which is roughly that of an M-r.e. ~aturated 
structure. It is us,-d to develop some new methods in the model theory of ac~missible languages 
and in descriptive s t theory~ 
O. Introduction 
Given a model A of language L, the i lnpcrtant properties called s~turation and 
A-saturation of A are compactness propertie:, for certain families of L,~-definable 
subsets of A. In short, they are compactne,.:~ properties with respect o L~.  
We here study models having compactness properties with respect to an 
admissible language L~. We already started such a study in [9], whose aim was a 
generalization for countable L~ of saturated models. To that end we had to 
consider a very strong property, satisfied only by boolean-valued models. Here we 
restrict ourselves to two-valued models, so we consider a weaker compactness 
property; and we shall call 2f-saturated models the two-valued models having this 
weaker compactness property, and call 2f-saturated boolean models the (necessar- 
ily boolean) models having the stronger property required in [9], In an appendix we 
state the relations that exist between the (two-valued) 2f-saturated models and the 
boolean 2f-saturated models. But except for this appendi;% the paper is only 
concerned with the first ones. 
In Section 2 we develop the model theoretic properties of 2-saturated models: 
they yield a canonical method, in the model theory" of denumerable anguages La, 
for constructing ~ot-chains of models; in particular for proving the "two-cardinal 
theorems" of Vaught [6] and Gregory [3], More generally these properties provide 
a complete alternative to the uses of 2;-saturated boolean models in [9, Section IV], 
and allow to improve its results ~. We give examples of these in~provements in the 
Remark following Theorem 2.8. Let us also mention a result obtained by Makkai 
[4] with the help of this method of Section 2: 
t Our results in [9, Section 41 made the additional ssumption that .~l ~atisfies the well ordering axiom. 
Makkai [5] showed that this agsumption is superfluous, by generalizing Lemma 4,1 of [9]. 
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if dp is an (~ot, a~)-formula whic.~ is categorical in N~, then 4~ has a denumerable 
model which is (~, co)-equivalent to the model of power I~ of cb, 
We shall gather in Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 the results which are the bases of 
Sections 3and 4. But for simplicity, we state them in a part~ ~.lar case denoted by: 
(*) we consider the language L~ when ,~ is the first non trivial admissible set, L 
has the integers ~s constant symbols and in addition only one binary relation 
symbol; E is the space 2 ~'~, and every point A of E (A C ~o 2) is identified 
w;th the model (o~, A) of L. 
Theorem 0.1. The following are equivalent, VA ~ E: 
(a) A is Z-saturated with respect o L~ ; 
(b) J [A  ] is admissible, 
(c) A is in every ~ subset orE  which is dense among the A ] sets (that is intersects 
every non empty A ~ set). 
Let to ! be the group of permutations of to, which acts in an obvious way on E, and 
let us call invariant the subsets of E which are invariant under the action of to ! 
Theorem 0.2. Let L ° be the language L without constant symbols ; the following are 
equivalent VA E 13 : 
(a) A is Z-saturated with respect o L°; 
(b) 3[~ to! such that M[fA] is admissible; 
(c) A is in every invariant Zl ~ subset of E which is dense among the invariant 
]-sets. 
The general form of Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 holds for any countable admissible set 
M and when L is any lenguage of M. The con ,ection it establishes between model 
theory, generalized recursion theory and descriptive set theory allows us to give 
new "model theoretic" proofs of a number of fundamental results in the last two 
disciplines. Examples include the Friedman-Jensen-Saks Theorem and the Spector 
Bound~dness Theorem, which follow from Theorem 0.1 and the existence of 
~,'-saturated models: see Corollary 3.6 and 3.7. Also, the ,~-absoluteness and 
ll~-Uniformization Theoreal are proved using Theorem 0.I and a 
Lfiwenheim-Skolc~ argument: see Theorem 4.6 and 4.8. Moreove r some of these 
results (in descriptive theory) can be relativized to sets which are invariant in the 
sense of Theorem 0.2. We obtain all these relativizations from Theorem 0.2, e.g. the 
Vaught Covering q~he~ :era. [13], and (see Theorem 4.13): 
every invariant aaalytic set is equal to an invariant Borel set, up to a set of measure 
0 and of I s' category. 
By Theorem 0.2 the "compactness property" that we call ,V-saturation can also 
be viewed as an "admissibility property", given by Theorem 0,2(b) (we are 
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restricting the present discussion to the particular case (*), but it is valid :n the 
general case). It is for the compactness property aspect hat X-saturation wilt serve 
in this paper, but since the "admissibility property" may sound more familiar, let us 
point out more precisely some advantages of introducing the compactness prop- 
erty: 
(1) The "admissibility property" ((b) of Theorem 0.2) presents itself as analytic, 
whereas the compactness property is obviously Borel, we shall thus get (Corollary 
3,10): the set { G • 2 ~''~ : Bf ~ ~o ! (to ~ = toT)} is Borel. 
(2) A useful property of Z-saturation is that it is preserved under unions of 
elementary chains (Proposition 2.6); this result is obvious when Z-saturation is 
expressed as a compactness prol-erty; it does not even remain particularly plausible 
when .,~-saturation is expressed in the other way. 
(3) The obvious method for constructing models having compactness properties 
with respect o L~ is easily modified to construct V-saturated models with respect 
to L.a. Thus by part (a) ¢~ (b) of Theorem 0.1, this obvious method provides us with 
a (quite general) construction of admissible sets of the form M[G]: see the proof of 
Corollary 3.5, 
The author obtained the results on ~-saturated models of Sections 2 and 3 at t~e 
end of 1972 following some early results in his doctoral dissertation [8, Section 10]. 
Work aP.alogous to Theorem 0.1 has been done in the context of "admissible ~ets 
wit,  urelements": for any model A and ordinal a let L(A, a )  be the set defined as 
in [2], which contains all sets constructible before a over A, when the elements of 
A are taken as urelements. Schlipf [7] proved the following analogue of Theorem 
o.1 (a) ¢* (b): 
A v,-saturated with respect o L~ ¢¢, L(A, to) is admissible. 
Moreover, work closely rela~:ed to Theorem 0.2 has been done by Schlipf and by 
Barwise the historical remarks in [10a] discuss this work and its relationship to 
ou rs. 
The author wishes to thank V. Harnik and M. Makkai for their very helpful 
criticism and suggestions on a first version of the paper, whicl! induced the present 
version; in particular the Z-saturated models are motivated and defined at the 
beginning of Section 2 in the way they suggested. 
1. Notation and basic notions 
We shall recall a few results and reveal the non-customary part of our notation. 
Set theol.. ~ denotes the language of set theory; except if mentioned, the A and 
,v formulas of .~ which we consider may contain parameters. M denotes an 
admissible set, that is s¢ is a transitive set and satisfies the set of axioms called K.P~. 
~k remarkable feature of K.P. is the following result essentially due to F. Ville (see 
[11): 
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Theorem 1.1. The well-.founded part of any model of K.P. is a model o/ K.P. 
For any set C and ordinal a, we denote by M~ (C) the set of sets constructible 
before a from the transitive closure of {C} (taking Mo(C) as the transitive closure 
of {C}) We write M~ for M~ (0) and M for I..j~ M,, = the collection of constructible 
sets (thus we denote by M and M,. what would usually be denoted L and L,, 
because we wish to keep ~he letter L to denote first order languages). 
¢o~ denotes the first non recursive ordinal, oJ~ ° the first non reeursive in G 
(G E 2"). It is well known that M.,, is the first admissible set having ¢o as element, 
Model theory. Given any model $" of a language L (in particular, ~ = ~ and 
L = ~) ,  if we introduce a new relation G on .S" and a l~ew relation symbol G' ,  it is 
tacitly assumed that G is the interpretation of G'. 
L shall always denote a first o:der language; it is a language of~g if it is included 
m M and- has a A presentation in M. In such a case, L~ denotes the usual 
"admissible language" (L~ = L.,, f) ~,~). 
Theorem 1.2 (Compactness, completeness, ee Barwise [1]). 
(a) Let T be a :£-set of sentences of L.~, closed under ?A ; for every sentence ~4, qf 
L~, T ~- o) (that is d/ hold3 in every model of T) iff there exists 0 E T such that 0 }- tO. 
(b) There is a Z ¢;:,rmula Val(x) such that for ever), admissible set M such that L is 
a language of sg, sg ~ Val(tO) if[ q~ is a sentence of La and F ~. 
From this theorem it follows that the set of consequences in L~ of a ~v theory in 
L~ is itself 2' (over M). 
For any formula, or non logical symbol of a language, ~, and for any raodel J'(, ¢.,- 
denotes the interpretation of ff in N. 
Non-standard notation. If F is any set of form~ las, F ( .  • • ) always denotes the set of 
all formulas ~b(a0.. •a.v .~l . . ,  v~) where cb(vo", vp) ranges over F and a0-"  a, 
are parameters taken from ( . . . ) .  We often write x for x~...x,-~, Axe  for 
A x,,. • • A x,_, qS, x E X for xo ~ X, . . . .  x~-I E X, etc. Except if n is kept fixed by the 
context, "for every x in X"  means "for every n ~ ~o, for every x0E X; . . . .  x,-~ 
X".  The same holds wire any letter in place of x. 
Unless otherwise stated, the set M and the models that we col,sider in the paper 
are assumed to be denumerable. 
Except for 2.8 and Theorem 2.9, where we assume that a non denumerable 
ordinal exists (but this could be avoided by some easy changes), we never use a 
stronger "metatheory than K.P. + "o~ exists for every G ~2"" .  Thus in 
particular the new proofs we give in Section 4 of the ~V~-absoiuteness and 
H',-uniformization theorems (Thegrems 4.6 and 4,8) are based on this axic, m 
system. 
According to this weak metatheory, we shall use fI to denote the first 
uncountable ordinal if it exists, and the class of all ordinals otherwise. 
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2. X-Saturated models 
Let L' be a language of ~¢ extending L, To be a X theory in L~; suppose that A is 
a model of L such that: 
(Co) A satisfies all consequences of To in k~. 
And that we try to expand A to a model B of T,,, by enlarging To to a theory T in 
L!~(A ) such that 
(H) T satisfies the following "Henkin conditions": T is finitely consistent; for 
every valid disjunction W q~ E L~(A), mere is ~b ~ qb such that d, E T; for every 
valid sentence V^ 0(v )EL~(A) ,  there is an a ~[A i  such that O(a)~ T; and 
(C) T is "compatible With A"  in the sense that A satisfies all consequences of T 
in L~ (A). 
If we caa build T, when (as is well known) (H) implies fi~e existence of a model B 
of domain IA I, such that T is the theory of B in L!~(B), hence B l= To; then (C) 
implies that B [L = A, so B is the desired expansion of A. 
Let V v 0(v)  be a valid sentence of L~. For T to satisfy (H), there must be an 
W q3 ~ I~ (A), such that T includes O(a); then, for A to satisfy (C), this element a 
must satisfy all of p( v ) = {t~[ v ] ~: L,~ : To, 0 ~- ~}. So we n~ed: 
(i) A~=Vv ~p.  
Ca the other hand, the obvious fact To I- V v /A p, (Co) only allows one to infer: 
(i)' A~Vv~p' ,  for every p '~M,p 'Cp  
(and does not allow to infer A ~ V v & p, because this sentence of L.~ does not 
belong to L.~). 
Similarly, if W cp is a valid sentence of U,¢, then (in order to satisfy (H)) T must 
ir'clude some ~ E qb. hence (in order to satisfy (C)) we need 
(ii) A~ W ~ q~, 
,b ~,/' 
where q,~ = {~/~L,~,:'/~,4, t-~}. On the other hand, from the obvious fact 
7o ~- V/,~, ,'A q,~f (Co) only allows to infer 
(ii)' A I= W t'A q~, whenever (q~; ¢ ~ q3)~ ~¢ and q~C q,~ for all 4~. 
4'~¢' 
Thus, in order to construct B, we need that A satisfies (i) ' =), (i) and (ii)' ~ (ii). 
This leads to the definition of X~saturated models: 
Definition 2.1. A is X-saturated (vcith respect o L.~) if it satisfies 
(i) if a EA  and p(v) is a v subset of L..[a], then [A I = Vv & p'  for every 
p'E~¢, p'Cp] ~ A I= Vv ~p,  
(ii) if a E A, I E .~1 and q is a X subset of I x L~ (a) and if, for q' C q, q ~ denotes 
{~: ff is a sentence and (i, ~b)E q') then [A ~ W~x ~ q~' for ever), q '~  .d, q 'C  q] 
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Remark 2.2. (a) Assume that [A [ is an element of ,~/ and is a set of constant 
symbols of L, so that every existential quantification V v ~b( v ) U L,~ is equivalent to 
a disjunction W~E!~ ! ~(a)  still in L~. Then 2.10) follows ":om (the particular case 
I = [A I of) 2.1(ii), hence -V-saturation reduces to 2.1(ii). 
(b) Assume that for every set I E,~t, ,~ contains a map f from I into the 
collection of constructs of L, such that i~  i' implies A ~ f ( i )~/( i ' ) ;  in which case 
every disjunction W~ 0~ is equivalent in .4 to V v [W~ v = 
f(i)^ ~,~, (v=f(i)-->O,)]. Then 2,100 follows easily from 2.1(i), hence E- 
saturation reduces to 2.1(i). 
(c) With respect o L,~,, 2.1(ii) is trivially true; hence E-sz,~uration with respect o 
L,~ reduces to "r.e.-sa':uration", that is: if p(v) is a recursively enumerable 
L~-type with finitely raany parameters, ther, p~v)r ~ iinitely satisfiable ~ p(v) 
~atisfiable. 
We next state the main properties of Z-saturated models. 
Theorem 2.3 (Embedding property). Let A be a ,~.saturated model of L, L ~ be a 
language of ~l containing L. For ever), Z theory • in L~ and every formula 
Jr(v) E L~, irA satisfies every sentence 0of L.~ such that 0 ~'~'~ is a consequence of¢~, 
then there exists a Z-saturated model B of • such that (B i'&~)rL = z (and 
conve,sely ). 
Corollary 2.4 (Existence). Every Z theory has a Z-sat,,rated model 
We assume that ,.o ~. d.  and we consider a measure /z and a topology with a 
denumerable base {~p :p E P}, on the space of models of L with domain to. For 
every sentence ~b of L~ we assume that {A : A model of tk} has a measure, denutcd 
by/z{~b}; and we write p IF tp to mean: ~ C {A ; A model of ~b}, up to a set of first 
category. 
Theorem 2.5 (Existence of many Z-saturated models). If M is-admissible in the 
relation tz ( q~ ) > r ( ~ E U~,, ~ Q) then with respect o # almost eoery model of L is 
Z-saturated; if P ~ ~t and ,~ is admissible in the :'elatkm p ~ ~b (p ~ P, ~ E L.~) then 
with respect o the category abnost ever), model of L is Z-saturate4. 
Theorem 2.6 (Chain property). The union of an L.,t-elementary chain of v_. 
saturated models is Z :aturated. 
Proof o[ 2.6. It follov, s clearly from the definitiof~ of Z-saturated models and the 
fact that the union of an U~-elementary chain is an L.,,-elementary extension of 
each member of the chain. 
Proof of 2.5. Let p(v) be any E sub~et ,3[ L~, closed under t~,. Assume that r is 
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rational such that /z[A v "-'n ~ p(v)] ~> r. Then for ever), c ~ ~o/z [--1 & p(c)] ~ r, 
hence for every n E co there is a finite subset (9~, of p such that t~[-~/A (9¢,(c)~ >i 
r -  1/n, Applying E"-reflection and .~o-comprehension, e obtains a set O ~ ~ 
such that ,~ (9 E p and, for every c ~ ~o and every n ~ co, O contains at ~east one set 
6)~, such that /z[O~,(c)] ~ r -- l/n. Then kt[A v --~ ,'~'~ 6)(v)] ~ r. 
A similar proof would show that for every q ~. P, if q ~ A v --a ~ p(v)  then there 
is (9 ~, M such that O ~ p and q It- A v --1 ~ (9(v). 
This implies that {A : A does not satisfy 2.1(i)} is of measure 0 and first category. 
A similar proof (or a use of Remark 2.2(b)) would show the same when 2.10) i.,; 
replaced by 2.1(ii). Hence {A : A is not ~V-s~.turated} is a set of measure 0 and firs~ 
category. 
Proof of 2,4." The model (co) whose universe is to m~d whose only relation is the 
equality, is clearly ,V-sa~urated. Then consider a E theory ~b in a language L~. If 
has an infinite model, then the case A = (~o) of Theorem 2,3 implies the existence 
of E-sat, ,ted model B of ~ such that I B [ = co. Otherwise • has (only) finite 
models, each of which is clearly E-saturated. 
We shall infer Theorem 2.3 by a standard evice fro,::: the following particular 
case: 
Theorem 2.3'. Suppose L C L', 4 '  a ~ theory in L' ~, A a ;£-saturated model of L 
satisfying all consequences of 4 '  in L,~. Thet,: A can be enriched to a 2~-saturated 
model of ~'. 
Proof. By induction we choose for each n ~ co an element a, of A, and a E theory 
T, in L.~(a), the induction hypothesis being: A satisfies all consequences of T, in 
L,~(a); we start with To = 4 ' ,  Assume that a and To.. • To are chosen. If n is even, 
we take a E subset O,(v) of L!~(a), and let p. be {~b(v)E L,~(a): T, U (9. F ~/,}. 
Then if p. is satisfied by an element a of A, we take a .=a,  and set T.÷~= 
T, U (9, (a.)  (then by definition of p,, all consequences of T,+1 in L,~ (a a, ) hold in 
A ). Otherwise (by the contrapositive of 2.1(i)), there is p" E ~ such that p" C p and 
A I~Vv &p ' ;  by compactness, we find O/~ such that (9"C(9. and 
T. LI (9~Fp',. Then we set T,.~ = T,. U{~ V v ~ (9"}; the induction hypothesis 
on T, implies that A satisfies all consequences of T.+, in L~(a),  hence also in 
L , (aa . )  no matter how a, is chosen, since a. is not mentioned in T.~. 
If n is odd we choose I E M and a v subset r" of 1 × L.~(a),l and for i E I we set 
r," = {~b : (b sentence of L~(a) such that (i, tb) ~ r"} and q 7 = {~b ~ I_,~ (a):/~, r 7 I- i k }. 
Then if the ~ is i ~ I such that A I= ~ q~, we set T.+~ = T, U ,7. By definition of r7 
and q~', A satisfies all consequences of T,+~ in L~(a) ,  hence also in L.~(aa,)  no 
matter how a, is chosen, since a, is not mentioned in T,+~. 
This proof of Corollary 2,4 is due to Harnik. Our original p..x~f is given after Corollary 3.5. 
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If tO the contrary there is no i ~ I such that .4 ~= lA q~, then (by the contraposi- 
tire of 2.1(ii)) there is (~7; i E I )E  ~q such that Vi~['C q~' and A ~= -a/A ~r ~/~' ;
using Barwise compactness and the admissibility of .~1, we can find (P~'; i E [) E ~¢ 
such that Vi?TC r~' and T. O ~TF ~7. In this case we let T..~ be T. O {--a W,~t lAP~' ]; 
the induction hypothesis on T. implies that A satisfies all consequences of T..~, in 
L~ (a), hence also in L~ (a a.) no matter how a. is chosen since a. is not mentioned 
in T..,~ 
Remark. (a) For even n, either O.(a.)  C T..~ or --a V v ~9'.E T.~,, for some subset 
~9"~ ~ of O.. 
(b) For odd n, either r? C T~+~ for some i ~- 1 or ~ kV~r tA f7 E h÷~, for some 
family (fI'; i E I) E ~ suctt that Vi~'C rL 
Now we assume T., a. chosen for each n; we assume in addition that the 
f zedom left in the choice of O., r" and (at least for odd n) a., was used to the effect 
that {a. ; n E co} enumerates [A I, {O.; n even} enumerates all E subsets of L]~(A) 
with one free variable and only finitely many parameters from A, and {r"; n odd} 
enumerates all .Y subse s of i ~ x L~(a), for all I ~ ~ and a ~ A. And we set 
T = l..J.T.. 
The above remark implies among others that T satisfies the "Henkin conditions" 
(H) of Section 2 (because for each valid sentence V v O(v)E L~(A) there exists n 
such that O. = {0}, and for each valid disjunction W~r&; of 1.~ (A), there exists 
n such that r" = {(i, ~b~) : i ~ I}). Hence there exists a model B of L'  such that 
[B l= lA landT is thetheory~fB in  ~ • L (B),then the induction hypothesis on T. 
clearly implies that B ~" L = A. 
' H Finally consiaer a Z subset p(v) of L~(B) an,~l a E subset q of I × L.~(. ), where 
! ~ ~/and p, q contain only finitely many parameters flora B. There exists n such 
that p = O.; if B~ Vv lap '  for every set / ; '~¢such  that p'Cp,  then from 
B ~ T.+~ and the Remark (a) follows that O. (a.) C T..,.,; hence p is satisfied (by a.) 
in B. Similarly, there exists n such that q = r", and if B 1= W.-~ q~' for every 
set q '~a¢ such that q'Cq,  then from B~=T.÷~ and the Remark (b) follows 
that B~ W~ q~. Thus we showed that B is ~-saturated, and the proof of 
2.3' is completed. 
Now, we consider L ~, q~, .N'(.'~) as in Theorem 2.3; for each non iogical symbol S 
of L we introduce a new symbol S* of the same nature, and for eacl,, formula ~0 of 
L' we let q/* denote the formula obtained by substituting S* for S in q,. Then 
Theorem 2.7. For any i finite model A of L, the ]oltowing are equivalent: 
(a) there exists a model B of • such that (B ~ N) ~ L = A, 
(b) there exists a model B' of ~ '  such that B' [ L ~- A, where the theory cb' contains 
the following sentences: 
4~ * (every qb in #P), A x A y { la, 3"(x~) ^ F(x~y~) -* [ 0 *(x) ~ 0 (y)]} (every atom ic 
formula O(x) of L); Ay V!x,~'(x)^F(xy). 
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2.7 is the device which allows to derive 2.3 from 2.3': indeed, Theorem 2.3 fol!ows 
by applying 2.3' to the theory @' that is given in 2.7. 
As an application, let us consider a model A such that A is ~-saturated and A 
has an L~-elementary extension B such that ~b~ :-@~. Starting with Ao = A, 
we construct an U~-elementary chain {A,; a < O} such that for every a < 1~ 
t/~a~ = ~,Ao. As induction hypothesis, we assume that A~ is constructed for/3 < a 
and is ~-saturated. 
Case a =/3 + 1. Let N be a new one place relation symbol, L ~ = L U {N}; there is a 
,~ theory, • in L~ such that a model B satisfies • iff B I N is an L,u-submodel of B 
and OB C Na. Ao satisfies all sentences 0 E L~ such that 0 tN) is a consequence of
(when/3 = 0, it holds by assumption on A = Ao, and when/3 > 0 it holds because 
Ao is an L~-submodel of Ao). Then Theorem 2.3 applied to A~ yields the model A~ 
with the required properties. 
Case of a limit t~. By Theorem 2.6, we t'an take A~ = I,.J{Aa;fl < o~}. 
We thus showed 
Theorem 2.8. Assume A V~saturated. If A has an L.~-elementary extens~;on B such 
that ~A = ~B, then A has one of power O. 
Combining the existence of Z-saturated models (Theorem 2.4) and 2.8, one 
easily obtains the two-cardinal theorem of Vaught (case L~ = L~)  and Gregory: if 
is a v theory and ~'(v) a distinguished formula in L~, • has an (~, to)~model iff ~ 
has a model A with a proper L~-elementary extension B such that 6A = 6B. 
Remarks. (a) When L u = .'~ ~,Keis ler asked whether tile conclusion of 2.8 holds 
for every (countable) model A. This was answered negatively by Benda and by 
Knight. On the other hand, when La¢  L~ we can combine Theorems 2.5 and 2.8 
and obtain results of the form: the conclusion of 2.8 holds for "almost every model 
a ~. 
(b) Clearly, the above proof of 2.8 and of the two-cardinal theorem could be 
extended to give back the other results of [9, Section 4]. The same methods give 
also refinements of these results, of which the next theorem is the example in a 
simple case. 
We let (H,, ~,,; t~ E .if) be the usual classification of formulas of L~ according to 
the "number of alternations of quantifiers"; and we denote by H' .2 the closure of 
2~,,~ in L.~ under A, tk, and v (finite disjunctions). 
Theorem 2.9. Let a be an ordinal of Ml, • a 2~ theory in lI'+z. Then • has a model of 
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power 0 iff • has a model with a proper ~+~ submodeL Also, there exists a .4 theory 
T C II'~+2 such that q~ has a model of power 0 iff • L3 T is consistert. 
3. E.Saturation and admissibility 
3,1. M[G] as inner model of (M, G) 
We let G be a subcollection of M. We first give a definitior, of M[G], which has to 
be somewhat different from the usual definition in set theory, becat~sc we do not 
assume that ~' is the union of a A family {V~ : a ordinal of M} of elements of M. 
We proceed in the followi:~g ~,'2y: firstly by Z-inductioxt inside M, we define for 
e-ch ordinal a a z~ subclass ~,, of M, and set 3- = U .  J , . ;  then we define a function 
1 with domain 9", and we set 
.~(G) = image of L 
as our definition of M[G], Moreover on the map I ~s based the following 
Notation 3.1. I f  X is a set (especially if X ~- M[G]), and if ~(v)  ~ ~.~,,, ~- ~ 3. then 
we write X~ ~(~) for (X, E ).~ ~(I(~'o)"* l(r . -0),  
Definition of 3". : 3.o = {a : a E ,d} U {an  G : a E M}, whexc a and a i'~ G respec- 
tively denote (example given) the sets (0,0, a) and (0,1, a); for limit a,.gZ~ = 
U~<~J'o; and for t~=f l+ l ,  3, ,~=3-~U{(E,~):E~EM, ECg-o  and 
~(v)e ~ (E)}. 
Definition of L We define I j'37~ by induction on a: l I~o  is given by I (a )= a. 
I(a tq G) = :~ ('3 G ; if a =/3 + 1 and I r .7~ is defined, then for every element (E, ~) 
of 3-, - 9"~, I((E,~¢))= {b ~ I "E : I "E~ ~(b)}, where Notation 3.1 is used with 
X = I"E. 
Remark 3.2. (a) It is easy t" ~ee thai M[G] is a transitive extension of M and 
satisfies the axioms of K.P. except perhaps Ao-collection. 
(b) Moreover it is clear thus a E M ~ a f3 G E ,d[G];  on the other hand it is 
not always true that 
(*) b ~: .~/[G] :::> b N G e M[G]. 
(c) However it is easy ~c, see that (*) holds if G is bounded (that is: G is included 
in a set of M), or more generally if for every ordinal a of M {a E G : rank of a <: ~} 
is bounded. In particular if M satisfies the power set axiom, then (*) holds f~r every 
G; and if M is arbitrary, (*) holds for every G which is a collection of ordinHs. 
Lemma 3.3. (a) Let C be a subcollection of .d. and L ° be the language which has C 
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as collection of constants and G as one place relation. For any sentence ~ of Ao(~') 
• there exists a quantifier-free sentence tO ~ L~ such that 
for every G C C, ~t (G)~ ~ iff (C, G)~, to. (1) 
(b) The relation (1) on ~ and tO is ~ over ..~L 
ProoL We could give ~.n explicit inductive definition of tO; but the method that we 
use in place of it may be applicable in a much more general setting than set theory. 
Bounded case. We assume C E sq. 
We let L ~ be the language L~ to which we add J as set of constants and the 
relation symbol E To each element r of 3", we can associate a formula 0 of L ~ 
which expresses how r is interpreted in #J[G]: 
if r -a (aE ,~) ,  O is Ax[x~a~--~b~,~W x=b] ;  
i f r=arqG,  0 is  Ax[xEaNG~-+~.~,,W X=cAG(x) ] ;  
r io  ga" 
where ~(v) is the formula ~(v) relativized to 
W'u=ra .  
We let (9 be the collection of these sentences O, together with the extensionality 
axioms and A x[G(x)-+ W,:ec x = c];@ is a theory in L~ It is easy to see that if a 
model .~lg of L t satisfies @, then the model ({r. : r  E ff},E.~) is a transitive 
submodel of (t.,¢t I, E . ) ,  and is isomorphic in a unique way to M[G.] ,  From which 
it follows that every a0 sentence ~ of ~ , ( f f )  is preserved under L°-isomorphism of
models of {9 ; the well known characterization f such sentences ~p is ti~at here is a 
sentence to' of L.~ such that @ I- ¢ ~ 0'. &s (.,~/[G], G) is a model of @, this implies: 
( .~[0],  (7)1= to' ¢,  .~t[O] ~= v;  
but the-e is trivially a sentence qt oI L.°~ such that for every infinite set X and any 
G CC, 
(CU X, G)t= to' ~ (C, G)g  6. 
We can assume that to is quarttifier free (because A x( . .  • x .. • ) cat~ be replaced by 
~c(" ' c  . . -)) .  Thus for any G CC 
(~ff[G], G)I= ~/t' ¢e, (C, G)D to ¢~ a / [G]D q~ 
and the lemma is proved in the bounded case. (b) follows because cleedy the 
relation (1) is equivalent o 6) ~- ¢ ~+ 0, which is a S relation by Theorem 1.2. 
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Unbounded case. C is a class in ,d. It is easy to see that there is a set c, such that for 
every G C (7, M[G]I~ q~ ¢~ ,d[G ~'7 C,~]I ~ ~. Then the result to be proved follows 
from the bounded case applied to c~ and G ~'7 C~ instead of C and G, 
3.2. ,~-Saturation and admissibility 
We let L be any language which is a set of ~ff; for every model A of L such that 
IA [~ M, we define ,~/[A ] as bein,g i:he set ,d[G~],  where G ~ is the set of atomic 
sentences of L ,  [A ] true in A (it is easy to see that A ~ .d[A ]). 
Theorem 3.4, Let A be a model of La such that t A ] ~ ,d and every element of A is a 
constant of L~ 
(a) I rA  is X-saturated then gt[A]  is admissible. 
(b) The converse is true if ~ is of the form/~:f,~ (d). The assumption that .d and A 
are denumerable is not needed in these results. 
Proof. We need an extension of Lemma 3.3: let L ° be the language of this [emma 
when C is the set of e*,omic sentences of L. It is easy to define a 3 function which to 
every quantifier fz'ee sentence ~0 of L ° associates ~, sentence t/, ~ L,~, such that if 
the hypothesis of the theorem holds, then (C, G a ) ~ 0 ° iff A ~ ~p. So, by applying 
the lemma to G A, we can exten~ it to 
Theorem 3.3(b). (a) For any sentence ¢ of Ao~ J )  there is a sentence tl, E L.~ such that 
(1) ~t [A]~ ¢~ A ~, ,  
for every A satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 3.4. 
(b) The relation (1), between ~ and O, is ~ over ~¢. 
Now we proceed to prove part (a) of the theorem. By Remark 3.2(a), ~4[A] is 
admissible as soon as it satisfic~s Ao-collection. 
So we only need to show that ~[A  ] satisfies every collection axiom of the form 
= (Vx E a) ::ly O(xy)---~3z (~'x ~ a) (3y E z)O(xy),  where a is any element of 
~[A~ and 0(xy) any ,~0(3¢-) ~ormula. For every b U a, let r~ be the set of all 
formulas of the forr.~ "nS(bc) for some e ~[A] .  By substituting infinite 
disjur:ctions (conjunctwns) foc existential (universal) quantifications inside the 
contrapositive of 8° that ~s inside the formula 
Vz (3x ~ a)(Vy ~E z ) -7  O(xy) ~(3x ~ a)Vy -aO(xy~ 
we express it under the form: 
C'E~t [A } Lb~a J ben  
Thus sg[A ] P ~ if and only if gt[A]  P (*); there is an analogy between (*) and 
the property 2.1(ii) of Z-saturated models, in fact we are going to reduce (*) to an 
instance of 2.1(ii). As an element of ~at[A ], a is the image under the map I of some 
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term r~ of :T, say ro = (E0, e%), where Eo ~ ,if, E0 C ~T and cbo(v)~ ~o°,(Eo); then 
b ~ a ¢* 3r  E E~ such that ~/[A ] ~ r ~ r0 and I ( r)  = b. For every r ~ Eo ?':t r" be 
the set of ,-%[~] sentences of the form r ~ ro ^  -7 0(rr~) for some r~ ~ ~-. It is easy 
to see that c~/[A] satisfies (*) if and only if it satisfies 
For every "r ~ E, let q, be {~'~ L.~ : 3q~ ~ r~ such that the relation (1) of Theorem 
Y3(b) holds between to and ~b}. By Theorem 3.3(b) (a), M[A] satisfies (**) if and 
only if 
a~ /~ [~ & (q, C IC) ] - - ,  X..w ~, q,. 
c~t  kr~E~ J v~Eo 
This is an instance of 2.l(ii), since q = {(r, 0) : tO ~ qd is v over J (by 3.3, his (b)). 
So A S-saturated ~ ~¢[A ] ~ & and part (a) of the theorem is proved. 
Now we proceed to prove part (b), so we assume J [A ]  admissible and 
,~ = M,, (d). We first show that the structure (sC[A ], ~/) s,~tisfies the following set S 
of "col!ection axioms" in the language ~"~. 
Definition 3.5. S denotes the set of all (universal closures of) formulas 
4~ = (Vx E uo) ::ly,~C(y) ^  O(xyu)--~3z [,~(z)  ^  (Vx E u0)(::ly E z)O(xyu)], 
where 0 ranges over all the ,v-,, formulas having only positive, occurrences of the 
predicate ~(v) .  
Indeed, since ~¢ = M, (d), there exists a E formula F(y, [3, d), which actually we 
denote by "y ~ Mo(d)", expressing inside d[A]  that /5 is an ordinal and 
y EMo(d);  using this formula, we can find a v formula 0' (xyud)which is 
equivalent (inside (sC[A],,~/)) to the E "~ formula O(xyu) (occurring in tbo), and 
then the premise of ~b~ is equivalent o (Vx ~ uo)313 ::ly [y E M~(d) ^  O'(xyu d)]. 
Since .~I[A] is admissible it satisfies E.-reflectiom which applied to this last 
formula easily yields 
::I 3, [(Vx ~ u0)3y (y ~ M~(d) ^  O'(xyud))]. 
This implies ~te conclusion of 4~ (since ~, (d )E  sO); hence as we claimed 
(M[A],,~t)I= ¢N for every ~bo ~2 S. 
Now we shall prove that A is V.saturated (= the conclusion of part (b)), using, 
instead of ~d = M,, (d), the weaker assumption that (,d[A ], ~d) I= S. Let q be (as in 
2.1(ii)) a E subset of I x L~ (a), where 1 E ~%~ and a E A. q is defined inside ,~ by a 
,v formula which we denote q (i, ~). By ~-reflection, ( i, tO) ~ q ¢:> .at ~ 3x q ( i, tO, x ), 
where q(i, ~b. x) stands for the conjunction of q(i, to)~ and of the formula "x is 
transitive", Assume that the conclusion of 2.t(ii) fails: this can be expressed by 
(*) ( s I [A ] , ,d )~CiE l )3x3tO[ ,C l (x )^q( i ,  tO, x )^A ~-7~|  
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wher~ we assume that "A ~ ~ ~O" is expressed by a ,v formula. Applying S to (*), 
we o~tain a set a such that 
(**) ( s~[A l ,~)~=~C(a)^Ol iE I ) (~.xEa) . . ,3~O[q( i ,  tkx )^A~m~Ol .  
We can assume that a is transitive, and we set q' = {(i, q,,) : ,~ I = q(i, 6, a)}; then 
q '~ ~, q 'C  q arid from (**) follows that 
A I~W ~ q~. 
Since this cont:radicts he premise of 2.1(ii), we proved 2,1(ii) (in contrapositive 
form). It follows that A is y--saturated, by Remark 2.2(a). 
There is an extension of the ,above theorem wh'.'ch (under the same hypothesis on 
A ) avoids the assun~ption "~Q¢ = M,~ (d)": 
Theorem 3.4(b), A is Y--saturated if and onl:, if sg[ A ] is admissible and (M[A ], ,~) 
satisfies the "collectio:, axioms" of S. 
Pr'~of. The "only if" part is included in the above proof of (b); and the proof of the 
"if" part is similar to the above proof of (a). 
Corollary 3.5. 3 Let To be a Z theory in L~, T~ a Y- set of sentences of Ao(~7). I f  there is 
a model A of domain C E ~ such tha! ~[A  ] ~ T~ and A ~ To, then there exists a 
medel A with the same properties and s',~ch that M(A  ) is admissible. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that C is a set of constants of L; 
the n by 3,3.bis we can assume that T1 is empW. If To has a model of domain C then 
the following is a Y- theory in L~: 
To U{ A x ~-~c  X = c} U {c,t c' : c, c' distinct elements of C}. By Corollary 2.4 
this theory has'a Z-saturated model A, and we can assume that cA = c for every 
c E C. Then by Theorem 3.4 ~at[A] is admissible, hence A has all required 
properties. 
In the introduction we me~tioned that for any (countable) ~t, we obtain A such 
that ,~¢[A ] is admissible, by a straightforward extension of the natural construction 
of t0-saturated models (with respect o L~).  Indeed, this is sho-,n by the above 
proof together with the following construction of a y--saturated model (which is an 
alternative proof of Cerollary 2.4): 
Let T0b~ any Y- thory  in L~. We let {W q0,(x); n ~ ~o} (respectively {O~(x v); 
n E to}) enumerate all valid disjunctions (respectively: all Z subsets)of L,,t, whose 
free variables are among those indicated; and we add to L a set C = {c. ; n ~ ca} of 
new constants. By induction on n, we construct a chain {T~ ; n E ~o} of theories uch 
-~ This  result or similar ones also appemed in the works of Friedman and Nadel. 
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that T~ is a v subset of L.~ (c): if T,, is chosen, we Iet T" denote 7", U/9, (c c~) if this 
is consistent, and denote T, otherwise. T" is consistent and W ~.,(e) is valid, l~,ence 
T'U{tb(e)} is consistent for some 6 E q~, and we set T,+~ = T'U{~b(e)}. 
We let T be U~ T,; by construction T satisfies the "Henkin conditions" (H) of 
Section 2, in which the set i A l  is replaced by C. These conditions imply the 
existence of a raodel A of domain (Z such that T is the theory of A in L~(C). And 
it is easy to check that A satisfies 2.1(i). Without loss of generality we may assume 
that L contains a ..4 enumeration of constant symbols {c,~;a ~ ~} such that 
Tokc ,~ c,, whenever a~; a'. Then by Remark 2.2, 2.1(i) implies 2.1(ii), so A is 
V.saturated. 
Corollary 3.6. For every den:onerable d there exists G C to such that ~'[G] is the 
first set admissible in G. In particular (Fr iedman-Jensen-Saks theo, em ): for every 
denumerable t~dmissible ordinal a, there exisi!s G C ~o such that a is the first ordinal 
admissib;e in G. 
ProoL Let L be a language with one binary predicate G'; for each transitive set 
a ~ s/, there is a sentence ~,, of L~, whose models are exactly the graphs with an 
initial segment isomorphic to (a, ~ ~a). Let T be {q~,, : a trausitive set of ~¢}. By 
Corollary 3.5 T has a model (~o, G')  such that ~¢[G'] is admissible; and by the 
definition of T it is clear that every set a E ~/ is  constructibl:e in J [G ' ] .  Hence by 
contracting G '  to a subset G of to, we obtain the set G with the required properties. 
Corollary 3.7. (Boundedness theorem4). Let L' be a language of sg containing a 
binary predicate G 1, let T be a V theory in L~ including the axioms of linear ordering 
for G i. I f  for ever)' ordinal a E ,~it, T has a model in which G ~ is well-ordered of type 
>~ a, then T has models in which G 1 is not weU-ordered, 
Proof. If T has models in which G I is of type ~>c~ for each aE~,  then T is 
consistent with each formula ~,~ (~ as in the proof of Corollary 3.6). Then by 
compactness, T O {~, :~ ordinal of ~} is consistent. 
By Corollary 3.5, this theory has a model A such that IA I~ ~' and J [A ]  is 
admissible; there is no isomorphism from G ~a onto an ordinal of sO, hence G ~A is not 
a well-ordering. 
Theorem 3.8. For any model A of L, if A is V-saturated then A is isomorphic to a 
model At  such that ~[A~I is admissibh, The converse is true if ,~l is of the form 
Mo (d). 
Proof. If A is ~-saturated, we let L j be the language L to which the integers are 
added as (new) constant symbols, and we apply Theorem 2.3 to enrich A to a model 
B of L ~, such that 
4 In this general form, due to Bar,vise [1], 
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B~=Ax W{x=n:n~w} 
and B is ,~-saturated,. We let At  be the model of L ~ with domain to which is 
isomorphic to B;  A~L is isomorphic to A, and A,  is Z-saturated, hence by 
Theorem 3.4, ~4[A ~] is admissible. This proves the direct part of the theorem, and 
the converse follows from Theorem 3.4(h). 
Remark 3.9. Let K be the conjunction of all sentences of L~,o of the forms 
x /~ V x. A [ .... V x~O(xx,)--~ ~p(xx , ) ]  
or 
Ax[c~..~.W,~, (q, AC)  . . . .  ,~,W /A q, , 
w" ere p(xx.) ranges over all $ subsets of L~ v hich are closed under /A, where I 
ranges over ~ and q ranges over all ~ subsets of I x L~, with free variables among 
x. It is clear that a model A of L is ~-saturat~d if and only if A ~ K. 
Corollary 3.10. The set {G E 2~">: to{ c~ = to~ for some pemitaation f of o)} is Barel. 
Proof. Let K be the above sentence of Ln,~, when ~/= M.~ and L is the language 
having G (binary) and = as symbols. Then 3]" : to{ '3 = ¢01 ~ : I f  : Mo~(fG) admissi- 
ble ¢:> (by Remark 3.9) (o2, G)~K.  
The corollary follows since the Borel subsets of 2 co~ are exactly those ,.)f the form 
{G ~ 2~'~: (o2, G)~ ~b}, for some sentence qt of L~.  
4. Descriptive theory 
4.1. Descriptive theory in L~ 
In this part, we prove model theoretic results ~which can be interpreted as more 
effective and generalized v~rsions of classical results in descriptive set theory ~ see 
Remark 4.4. 
Theorem 4.1. Let A be a model of L such that IA t C .~t anti ~¢[A] ~s admissible, 
and L 1 be a language of ~q containing L. For every sentence ¢Jof L!,, irA satisfies all 
consequences of ~ in Lq, then A can be enriched to a model of tp. 
Proof. We can assume that M is of the form M. (~b). Then, by Theorem 3.4, A is 
V-saturated; and the theorem follows by applying Theorem 2.3. 
These results are due t{, Vaught [13]. 
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Let tO ~, q~: be ~wo (.0, to)-senten,:es; the Barwise interpolation theorem says that 
¢~ ---> 6 ~ is valid, then 6'  and ~,: have an interpolant in any admissible ~,;et 
containing q/~, ~.  This can be improved: 
Theorem 4.2. f f  ~b~--*~tt = is valid, then 6 ~ and ~l/" have an interpolant in M,(d,"), 
where et is the ,first ordinal such that M, (~ ^ t/~:") is admissible. 
Proof. Let L be the interpolatic~n language of t/s I and ~2. Assume ~b~^ 0 is 
consistent for every 0 in O = {0 ~ LM,<,~>: -'-1 ~ b O}, It is easy to see that for every 
set a ~/VL (t) ~ ^  ~:) included in (9, there exists b ~ M2(6~ ~) such that a C b C O. 
Then, by the compactness theorem for L,~,,~,,,,,-'~, {4~ } U O has a model A. B 3 
Theorem 3.4, we can assume that :,L (~/~ ^ ~t~;:)[A ] is admissible. Then by Theorerr 
4.1, A can be enriched to a medel of ~ ~-'. Thns we proved the consistency o: 
~/d ^  --a ~:, hence (the contraposifive form of) the theorem. 
We say that a class X of (countable) models of L is elementary if X = {A : A is 
model of ~/~} for some sentence ~, of Lao,; we say that X is projective if there is a 
language L ~ containing L and a sentence t/~ of L~,o such that X = {B I L : B is model 
of ~}. 
Corollary 4.3. (a) Every projective class X ~ is the union of [2 elementary classes. 
(b) Every class X which is the complet'~zent of a projective class is the union of O 
elementary classes Xe (O E I), in such a ,,ay that every, projective class X ~ included 
in X is already included in X~ for some 0 E L 
Proof. We let ~ ,  t)" be (O, to)-sentences, X 1 be the projective class {B [ L : B is 
model of qJl} and X be the complement of {B [L :  B is model of tp2}. 
(a) for each c~ < O such that M, (g.1) is admissible, we let Y~ denote the class of 
isomorphic images of rr, odels A of L such that M, (gJ2) [A ] is admissible; and we let 
X, denote the class t;f models satisfying all consequences of ~ in LM,.~,h. By 
Remark 3.9 Y, is ele~nentary, hel~ce also Y, n x , .  And by Theorem 4.1 when 
~,~/= M, (~'), X t n Y~ =~ x ,  n Y~; hence X ~ is the union of the elementary classes 
X; n Y,~. Q.E.D. 
(b) Let I = {0 ~ L~,~,h : O k --n 4sz}, and for O ~ I let X~ be {A : A is model of O}. 
We can assume that the interpolation language of ~ and ~2 is L. Then X '  C X 
implies tk~--* ~2 is valid, and by Theorem 4.2, implies X ~ C X8 C X for some O ~ L 
In particular, since the class of isomorphic images of a model A of L is projective, 
A ~ X implies A ~ Xo for some 0 ~ t, so X = U~Xo.  This shows (b), 
Remark 4.4. It is easily seen that if L is the language having one unary relation 
symbol 17 and every integer as a constant, and if each "real" G E 2 ~ is identified 
with the model (to, G)  of L, then an elementary (respectively projective) class of 
reals is just a Borel (respectively analytic) one, Thus Corollary 4~3(a) constitutes the 
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generalization, in the "descriptive theory of L~" ,  of the classical result6: every 
analytic class of reals is the union of O Borel classes. And Theorem 4.1 (or the 
decomposition of X* into the classes X ~ tq Y,, given in the proof of Corollary 
4.3(a)) may be regarded as a more effective version of this generalization. A similar 
remark applies to Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.3(b). 
4.2. Descriptive theory of 2 ~ 
Now we shall use the previous results to derive a number of old and of new 
results on the first levels of the (effective) analytical hierarchy. To this end, we need 
some known connections between this hierarchy and the theory of admissible sets 
and languages; these connections are recalled in Theorems 4.7 and 4.9. 
From now on L ~ is a language containing the language of Arithmetic, containing 
t t .  sequence t7o, G~172-. • of one place predic:,te symbols, and which may contain 
still other symbols. We use the symbols Go, 17~,... also as predicate variables: we 
consider a!l formulas built from L~ using the quantifiers 317~ and V17~ (i < to); we 
define in the usual way (s'lpposed known to the reader) the/ /~ and ~ classes of 
these formulas (n < to), and their standard interpretation t~;or the model (to, + ,  x), 
which is the interpretation we always assume xcept in Theorem 4.6. And we define 
in the Usual way the/-/~, ~f~, -~,v~ and A~ subsets of 2 ~. 
Moreover we keep for predicate variables our preceding conventions for 
variables, e.g. a formula denoted tb(G0) has (at most) G0 as free variable, and for 
any G E2  ~ we write ~b(G) to mean that G satisfies 4'(17o) (in the standard 
interpretation). 
Let us single out and reformulate the particular case of Theorem 4.1 that will be 
used here; to this end, and from now on, we denote by L the language of Arithmetic 
with the additional symbol 17o; and for any G ~ T', we write (to, G) to denote the 
model (to, + ,  x, G) of L. 
Theorem 4.5. If  G ~. 2" and to~ = a, then for every H~ formula VG~ 4"(Go, G~) 
(~b ~ L~,o), we have: VG~ 4'(G, G~)<:> there exists a sentence 0 ~ LM, such that 
(to, G)~ 8 and 0 ~- 4". 
Proof. Apply 4.1 when 0 = -~ t), ~d = M,, (--7 6)  = M~, A = (to, G). 
Th,,mrem 4.6. (Absoluteness Theorem-Shoenfie'd). Let M denote the universe of 
constructible sets. E~ery 2~ sentence is equivalent to its relativization to M. 
Proof. We consider a 2~ sentence: we can assume it of the form 317oVG~ ~, with 
4' eLL .  
(3GoVG~d~)M-'~3GoYG, 4' ~ Fix an element Gt, of 2~NM,  such that 
See e.g. the book of Kuramwski, Topology. 
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0dGt O(G0, 61) ~M~ is true, By 4,5 applied inside M there is a sentence 0 E LM,,3~ 
such that (¢o, Go)~ 0 and 0~-4~, which implies VG~+(Go, G~), hence 
aao V tT,, 4,( e,o, ~,). 
3GoVGz ~ ~ (3G~,VG, ~b) ~ '~-  We fix (L,~ 2 °' such th~t VG~ ~(G,,, G,); by 4,5, if 
,z = ¢o3,, there exists a sentence 0 ~ L~,,, such that (~o, G,,)I= 0 and 0 I- ~b. 
Let us here recall that Val denotes the ~' formula defining validity as stated in the 
Complete,ess Theorem 1.2. Applying the Loewenheim-Skolem Theorem inside 
M, we obtain an elementary submodel U of M, containing 0 and denumerable 
inside M. By the collapsing theorem there is an ordinal a' such that U is isomorphic 
to M.,; let O' be the image of 0 under this isomorphism, and D~ the conjunction of 
A x W,~ x = n and of the diagram of (ca, +,  x). Since 
M,~Va l (O- -~)^"aVa l (D , , ,^ ' -n l t )  we have M~,~Val(O'--~O)^ 
VaI(D,, ^  .m 0'), By the completeness theorem for LM.., applied inside M, there 
exists G~ M such that (¢o, G(~)t ~ 0'. Since O'~- ~b, we have (VG~ ~(G~, G0) ~M), 
hence (3G~VG~ &)~'~. 
Definition. For G E 2 "°, we call next admissible to G the set M, [G] where c~ = w~. 
Theorem 4.7. (Speetor-Gandy Theorem). A st~bset X of 2 °' is HI iff there exists a E 
formula O(x) such that X = {G ~2~': #ze next adm::~ible to G satisfies 0(G)}: 
Proo[. Consider a HI set X : X is of the form {G~ E 2 `0 : ~¢G~ ok(G0, Gt)}, for some 
sentence ~b(Go, GI) of Ltd. By 4.5, Go ~ X ~ff 
(*) there is 0 ~ L~,4 , such that (w, Go) I= 0 and 0 I- ok. 
So X={Go~2" :  the next admissible to Go satisfies (*)}. Since (*) is easily 
expressed by a ~ [ormula, this shows one half of the theorem. 
Now we consider any E formula O(x), and let X be {Go ~ 2 ~ : the next admissible 
to G~, satisfies 0(Go)}. In order to prove that X is HI,  we consiaer four conditions 
on Go and prove their equivalence. The first one is Go ~ X, that is 
(i) the next admissible to Go satisfies "n O(Go). 
Clearly it implies the ~:econd: 
(ii) there is a model U of ~"  satisfying q) and such that U IN  = (w, ~ , Go), 
where • is K.P. U {Vx[-n O(x) ^  A y(y ~ x ~ Go(y))]} and ~'(v) is the set theoretic 
definition of "x is an integer". 
Conversely, if (ii) holds, then by Ville's Lemma 1.1 the next admissible to Go is 
isomorphic to a transitive submodel of U; then U ~ ~ O(Go) implies (i), because 0 
is E. Thus (i) ¢¢, 0i). 
The device used in 2.5 provides Ur~ with aset ,b' such that (ii) is equivalent to 
(iii) (¢o, Go) can be enriThed to a model of ~'.  Moreover we can assume that ~ '  is 
a r.e. subset o[ L~.  Then since ~,' has bounded complexity, by using G6del 
numbering of formulas we can obtain a sentence ~ of L~ such that (iii) is 
equivalent o 
(iv) (~o, G0) can: be enriched to a model of ~b. 
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Thus by the equivalence between (i) and (iv), 2" -X  is finally equal to 
{Go ~ 2'°: (to, Go) can be enriched to a model of ~[, which is clearly a *]  set, Q.E.D. 
Theorem 4.8. (Uniformization theorem Novikov-Kondo-Addison).  Eve~, +Ill rela- 
tion can be uniformized by a lI~ .ho~ction. 
Proof. We consider a HI set X C2" and construct :, H~ singleton {Go} C X;  the 
extension to an n-place HI relation is straightforward, 
X is equal to {G C 2+ : VG, if(G, G~)} for some sentence q~(Go, Gx) of L~.  We 
let {~+ ; a < g2} be an enumeration of all sentences tp of L~.. such that ~ ~- ¢k ^  D~, 
where D.  is the conjunction of (Ax  W.~+ x = n) and of the diagram o1~ the 
structure (to, + ,  x ). The completeness theorem 1.2 enables us to assume without 
loss of generality that a v formula E(ct, ~) defines inside every admissible set .d the 
relation "a  is an or.dinaI and ~, = t~.". 
By 4.5 (assuming X non empty) there is a < O such that ~ has a model, 
necessarily of the form (a~, G)  since it satisfies D . ;  we let or0 be the smallest guch a. 
We shall choose a unique element Go such that (to, Go)l ~ ffoo, hence Go~ X; and 
later, we shall prove ++hat {Go} is 11~: this will end the proof. 
Choice of Go - -  Given any fixed co-enumeration of all subformulas of tp~, ,~he 
"Henkin method" (for proving the completeness theorem) constructs a sequence 
{0~ ; n < ~} of sentences which defines a unique model of @,~. in other words a 
unique G E2"  such that (to, G)~ ~.  Below, by a double induction on n, we 
construct a sequence {xn ; n < to} of sets which shall provide an enumeration of all 
subformulas of 4',~+, and we construct he "Henkin sequence" {0.; n < to} corre- 
sponding to this enumeration. And Go shall be the unique element of 2 '+ defined by 
this "Henkin sequence". 
We let a be the first limit ordinal such that ao <+. ot and 
M~ ~ Val(~b~---> tk ^  19,+) A E(a,~, ~+j, and we let {Fk(uo..+ u_.~ v ); k < co} enumer- 
ate all formulas of ~ with free variables as indicated. The conditions (1), (2), (3) 
define {x.; n < co} and {0.; n < o~}; note that by (1), M. r{x.; n < to} is an ~-  
submodel of M. cont~.~ning {0~; n < to}: 
(1) x,,=~,~,; n=2k ~x~=Ok;  n=2k+l : :>x ,  is the first element (in the 
canonical welt-ordering of constructible sets) such that .rvf,,l~ V v Fk(x v) 
--~ Fk(xx.),  
(2) for each i ,  0,, ^  .+, ^  O. is consistent, 
(3) if n=2k and x~ is a sentence of LMo, then 0 .=xk ,  or 0 .= ' -axk  and 
~- Oo ^  "" • ^  0._~---+ --1 xk ; if n = 2k + 1 and 0~_~ = W ~, then O. = tb, where ~b ~ q0 
and for every ~b'~ • smaller (in the canonical well ordering) than ~b, 
~- 0o ,~, . - -  ^ 0~_~---> -1 ~' ;  if n --- 2,to + 1 and 0._~ = V r ib(v),  then 0~ = d>(p), where 
p ~_ to and ~- 0o^ " -  ^ 0._~--~ ~'<r  -'~ ~b(p'); finally, 0. = 0~_t in any other case. 
By the collapsing theorem, there is an ordinal t~' ~< a such that M,. r {x.; n < to} is 
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isomorphic to M,.; for every x ~ {x,, : n < w} we let x' be its image in M,,,. Define 
G,, by: p E G~ iff there is n such that 0;, = Go(p ~. By a stmldard argument of the 
Henkin method, we have, for every Sentence 0 o~ LM.. : (~:~.~ Go)~ 4~ iff there is n 
such that 0"= oh; in particular (~, Go)~ (0,~,)'. 
Since M~,~,~ Vat((~t~,---> cb A D.,~)') A E(c~'~, (q~,~,)'), we have (0~,)' = ¢h~¢,(so (co, Go) is 
a model of ¢/,,~,) and ~,~F 4)^ D.,,; since ~x,, i~ the sm~lle:;t ordfnal Such that 
k ~b,~, q5 ^  D,, and ~/~,~, is consistent, ~[~ eto. But by the collapsing theorem 
~z  ~.  so ot~= ~.  Thus Go~ X and (~o, Go)~ g%, 
{C} is 1I] ~ It is a tedious but standard exercise to write down a Z formula F~(x, y) 
such that, for every admissible set ~t containing ao and every G ~ ~¢, F~(ao, G) iff 
(*); where (*) is the condition that there exist sequences {x. ; n < w} and {e. ; n < w} 
satisfying (1), (3) and (2)' for each n (w; G)~ 0,,. 
And it is easy to see that (*) is true iff G = G,,. Then let Fo(x) be a Z formula 
expressing (inside every admissible set) tha'. ~Val (~  th.) for every ordinal o~ < x ; 
{Go} is then equal to {G E 2~: the next admissible to G satisfies ~x Fo(x) ^  F,(x, G)} 
hence is 11~ by the Spector-Gandy Theorem. 
Indeed, ao < ¢o~ ° by 4.5 and the choice of ~o, hence the next admissible to Go 
satisfies Fo(ao) ^  F~(ao, Go). Conversely, if F~,(a) ^  F~(a, G) is true in some admissi- 
ble set, then (since Fo(a) implies a ~< ao and F~(a. G)  implies (w, G)t= ~[~, which 
implies a ~ ao) we have ~ = ao and F~(c~o, G), hence G = Go. 
Remark. Assume " is the only element satisfying the HI formula 
VGt ~b(~b(Go, G~) E L'~). By 4.5 there is a sentence qJ ~ LM~o,?) such that (w, G)~ tO 
and ~b F q~. Then for each n E oJ, n E G iff I- ¢--* G0(n); which easily implies that 
G EM~?; .  Thus the iI~ uniformization theorem shows that every 11', set X 
contains an element G such that GEM~,o%. For any 11~ set X= 
{G ~ 2 ~ : VG~ &(G, GO}, this allows one to define a HI singleton {G} C X in a 
simpler way ~aan as was done i~ the preceding proof (namely "G  is the smallest set 
(in the canonical well-ordering of M) such that G ~ Mc~,?) and (~o, G)~ qJ; where 
is the smallest: sentence of L.,~ such that q5 F t~ and ~J has a model with domain ¢o"). 
Theorem 4.9,. (Weak separation). A subset X of 2" is zl l iff there is a sentence 
0 E L,~% such that X= {G: (w, G)t  = 0}. 
Proof. If X is A ~ (that is both HI and v I), then arguing as in the proof of Corollary 
4.3(b) when X ~= X=X 2, one obtains a sentence 0 ~L~.o, such that X = 
{a: (,o, 6 )~ 0}. 
Conversely let 0 be any sentence of L~f,.o0 and assume X = {G: (w, G)~ 0}, 
hence 2 `0 - X = {G: (¢o, G) I  = --n 0}; the relation (oJ, G)~ e0 is definable, inside the 
next admissible to G, by a E formula F(G, cO) (where e0 = 0 or -7 0); then the 
Spector-Gandy Theorem shows that both X and 2 ~ - X are H i ,  and the proof is 
done. . ,  provided we can eliminate the parameters e0 from F. To this end it is 
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enough to show that any element of M., is .v definable inside M~; we admit this 
fact, which follows easily from the result that the ordinals of M.,, are the recu~ive 
ordinals. 
Now the restriction of 4.5 to the case to~= toz can be reformulated into: 
Theorem 4.5(b).Assume a,~ = tot. Then for every 1I ~ ,. set 2(, G belongs to X if] G 
belongs to the union of the A ~ sub~ets of X. 
By a theorem of Sacks, the set {G ~ 2" : to~ oh} is of measure 0, and by a well 
known forcing argument, it is of first category 7. Then from 4.5(b) ft~llow im- 
mediately the "effective versions" of two classical theorems of Suslin and Lusin: 
Theorem 4.i0. Every HI set is equal to the union of the A ] sets contained in it, up to 
a set of measure 0 and first category. 
Using 4.5(b), we also obtain two recent results of Stern, [11]. 
Theorem 4.11. The set . ?={GE2~:w~,~I}U(U{YC2 '~;  Y is a A] set of 
measure 0}) is the largest II~ set of measure 0 (and sire ilarly if we replace the measure 
by the category). 
Proof. We let X be any HI subset of measure 0 and G any element of X. Then 
either w ~ ~ to~, hence G ~ E ;  or to ~ = w~ so, by 4.5(b), G E U { Y C X : Y is A ~}, 
and since every A [ subset Y of ¥ is of measure 0 it is contained in E, hence G E E. 
We thus proved that every II~ set of measure 0 is included in E ;  and it is clear that E 
itself is of measure 0, so it remains to prove that E is HI .  
There are Z formulas, which we denote by O(x) and (iz(x) = 0), such that 
(I) For every M and every ordinal aEd.  M~O(a)  iff c~>to and M~ is 
admissible. 
(2) For every ~b ~ M~,, M,., ~ (/.t (~) = 0) iff ~, ~ L.~, and the measure of the A 
set {G E2" ;  (to, G)~ ~p} is 0. 
Then GEE itI ~he next admissible to G satisfies (3aO(a) )v  
• ..  (=l~b (P: (4')= 0)^ (a-, G)I  = ~,), hence by the Spector-Gandy Theorem E is HI ,  
Q.E.D. 
Let Eo he {G E 2 ~ : co~ w,}. The formula O(x) we just used sho~_: that Eo is / /~ 
(E0 = {G: the next admissible to G satisfies =la 0(a)}). From this fact follows easily 
that the converse of 4.5(b) is true. But 4.5(b) and its converse are inch.tied in a 
result which is an analt~ of the preceding theorem: 
We cot~ld also easily deduce these results from Corollary 2.5 and Theorem 3.4. simply by showing that 
the assumptions of Corollary 2.5 hold for the usual measure and category on 2% 
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c; ~ ~o,} is the largest I11 set having no (non empty) A] Theorem 4.12. {G ~2'~' : w~.. 
subset (in .fact it has no ~ subset). 
Proof. Let Y = {G :VG, ~b(G, G~)} (where 4~ ~ L~,,,) be a ~ subset of 2 ". By 
Corollary 3.5 applied when ~t = M,,,, and T = {<b ^  A x W,,~o, x = n} U {diagram of 
(co, + ,  × )}, there exists G ~ 2 '~' such that to~ = to~ and (to, G)I = T, so G ~ Y -  Eo. 
Thus we know that Eo is a H} set having no v ,  afortiori no A] subset. To show 
that it is the largest, we consider any I1'~ set X not included in Eo and show that X 
has a A I subset: indeed, if G ~ X-  E~. then ~o~ = to, so by 4.5(b)" G belongs to a 
A1 set Y included in X. 
4.3. lnvariant sets 
We let p range over permutations of ~o. If G ~ 2 "" and X C 2 "~, we let p(G), 
p (X) denote the sets {(p (x), p (y)): (x, y) E G} and {p (G) : G E X}. We say that X 
is invariant iff p(X)C  X for every p. We assume here that the relation symbol Go of 
the above language L is a two-place symbol, and we denote by L ° the language 
having G~ as only symbol. 
Theorem 4.9(b)fl A A subset X of 2 ~ is invariant and A ] iff it is of the form 
{Go ~ 2*;: (to, Go) ~ tO} for some sentence ~ll of L~,~,,. 
Proof. By 4.9 X is A I iff it is of the form {Go : (to, Go) ~ 0} for some 0 in LM,~,o. It is 
easily seen, moreover, that we can assume 0 without occurrence of + and x ; then it 
is clear that X is invariant iff 0 ---> 0", where the sentence 0* is obtained from 0 by 
sul',stituting for every integer n a new symbol n*. By the interpolation theorem 
there exists t~ E I.~,~ such that 1- (0 --~ ~b) ^  (6 ~ 0"), hence X = {Go : (to, G0) ~ ~b}. 
Theorem 4.13. The acMogs of 4.5(b) and of Theorem 4.10 to 4.12 for invariant 
subsets of 2 ~: are true - -  we state the analog of 4.11: {G E 2'°~:V?to~G)~ w~}t2 
[.. J{Y~2":: Y invaria~t ,a] set of measure 0} is the largest invariant II~ set of 
measure 0 (and similarly if the measure is replaced bv the category). 
Proof. l 'he proofs are quite similar to the proofs given in Section 4.1, but one 
replaces the language L by L °, using 4.9(b) instead of 4.9. 
Let us mention that the methods used here can be applied to a more general 
notion of invariant set, yielding: 
Theorem 4.10(b). Let ~ be any ~ relation on 2~× 2% which is reflexive and 
transitive. Then every gt-closed H[ set is the union of the f~-closed A ~ sets contained 
in it, up to a set of measure 0 and of first category. 
" The deduction of tkis theorem from Theorem 4.9 is due to Svenonius [12]. 
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Myers, [7], has shown that the analog of the Hl-uniformization theorem for 
invariant sets is not provable in ZFC. However a part of our proof c~f this theorem 
can be extended to the present case, showing: for eve~ invariant 111 set X, there 
exists an invari~nt 11] set X '  C X which is BoreL 
Proof. We let X be {G~,E2"~:'CG~ck(Go, O} where ~ EL~;  and we let {to,,; 
a < ~} be an enumeration of all sentences of L~, ~,~uch t at to, F 4~. It X is invariant 
and non empty, the analog of:4,5(b) (~ee Theorem 4A3) shows that there is a such 
that tO~ has a model (w,G). We let a0 be the smallest such c~,X' be {G E 
2 ~'' :(co, G)~ ~.  X '  is Borel and invariant; and if the envmeration {~,; a < O} 
was suitably chosen, X '  is H~ by the Spector-Gandy Theorem. Finally X '  C X since 
5. Appendix 
Let .~ be a boolean model of L and O(v) a subset of L~(.,/Q; ~f XC.~ and 
a E M, we say that tee element a realizes O(v) over X (in .,it) if for every formula 
q~(v) of Lu(X),  
,,tt ~ ~(a)  ~ (3t~ E 0 )~ ~, ^  v (o ~ ~o). 
Similarly, if T is a ,Y. theory in L.~, we say that ~ realizes T if for ever 3, sentence q~ 
of L.~, ~ ¢:> Tt-,p. 
In [9, Section 3] we shov:ed that for every E theory T there exists a unique (up to 
isomorphism) denumerable model ~ which realizes T and satisfies: 
(i) for every finite subset X of .~/, every element of d/realizes a ,yv type over X, 
and every E type over X is realized in a/G; 
(ii) every element of the b¢~olean algebra of ~t/ is of the form to.~ for some 
sentence ~b of L~(d/) (where tO., is the boolean value of to in ~¢t). 
We shall call this model M the boolean E-saturated model of T. Recall tt_~at the 
two-vah~ed ,Y-saturated models of L are those which satisfy the L.,~,-sentence K,
defined in Remark 3.o. The relations between the two notions of E-saturation are 
given by the following theorems. 
Theorem 1. In every b~'olean Y,-saturate¢ model of L, the sentence K takes the 
boolean value 1. 
Let .~ be a B-valued model of L, D be an ultrafilter in B and F be a set of 
formulas of L. W~ ~ay that D is /'-complete (with respect to ~/) if whenevel 
4,(0) E F and a E J// we have: to(a) is true in the quotient ,~/D of .M under the 
ultra filter D if and only if O(a).a E D. 
Theorem 2. If  ,~ is the boolean E-saturated model of T and A is a two-valued 
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.~-saturated model of T, then A is isomorphic to the quotient of ~tt under some 
L~-complete ultrafilter~ 
(Hence  the  two-va lued  ~-saturated  mode ls  of T are all the  quot ients  of the  boo lean  
,~-saturated  mode l  of T under  (L.~. U {K}) -complete  ultraf i l ters) .  
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